Interest in end-of-year accountability exams has increased dramatically since the passing of the NCLB law in 2001. With this increased interest comes a desire to use student data collected throughout the year to estimate student proficiency and predict how well they will perform on end-of-year exams. In this paper we use student performance on the Assistment System, an on-line mathematics tutor, to show that replacing percent correct with an Item Response Theory (IRT) estimate of student proficiency leads to better fitting prediction models. In addition, other tutor performance metrics are used to further increase prediction accuracy. Finally we calculate prediction error bounds to attain an absolute measure to which our models can be compared.
Introduction
With the recent push in standardized testing in the United States, there has been an increased interest in predicting student performance on end-of-year exams from work done throughout the year (Olson, 2005) . This has led to an increase in formative assessment and a growth of companies that provide assessment and prediction services 1 . When predicting end-of-year exam performance, one of the most commonly used sources of student work is benchmark exams. Benchmark exams are typically paper and pencil exams given periodically throughout the year to give teachers a snapshot of student knowledge at that time. A popular measure of student understanding for many researchers is percent or number correct (e.g., Nuthall and Alton-Lee, 1995; Maccini and Hughes, 2000) . Many popular prediction methods use a simple percent correct or number of correct problems on the exams as a factor in prediction models (Bishop, 1998; Haist et al., 2003) . This leads to linear prediction models of the form
where Z i is student i's score on the end-of-year exam, X i is the percent (or fraction) correct on the benchmark exam, and Y im are other variables used in the regression such as subject or school level background variables and other measures of performance. However, one drawback of this method is that it does not take into account the difficulty of the problems. For example, if two students see 10 different problems and both correctly answer seven, we should be cautious about using percent (or number) correct to compare the students. If one set of problems is much harder than the other, then there is an obvious difference of abilities.
As a solution to this problem, one can use Item Response Theory (IRT; e.g. van der Linden and Hambleton, 1997) which relates student and problem characteristics to item responses. By separating the problem difficulty from student ability, we can estimate the student's true underlying ability no matter what set of problems they may see. One of the simplest IRT models is the Rasch
Model (Fischer and Molenaar, 1995) , which models student i's dichotomous response (0 = wrong, 1 = correct) to problem j, X i j , in terms of student proficiency (θ i ) and problem difficulty (β j ) as P j (θ i ) = P(X i j = 1|θ i , β j ) = 1 1 + e −(θ i −β j ) .
the items in the two tests. Then the MLEθ = P −1 (X) will automatically adjust estimated proficiency for the differing difficulty of the items on the two benchmark tests, even if X is the same for both students. Thus, the IRT estimate of student proficiency is scaled according to the difficulty of the problems that the student saw.
One could then replace percent correct in Equation 1 with the estimated student proficiency to obtain
where Z i and Y im are the same as in Equation 1 and θ i is student i's estimated IRT proficiency.
This approach is similar to the IRT-based errors-in-variables regression model used by Schofield, Taylor, and Junker (2006) in public policy.
A potentially major source of prediction error in Equation 3 is the measurement error in estimating θ i . Finding the IRT model that best estimates θ i is a matter of finding the trade-off between better fit (which tends to reduce statistical bias) and the complexity (which tends to increase statistical uncertainty) of the model. For example, the many individual problem difficulty parameters in the Rasch Model tend to enhance model fit while adding to the complexity of the model. On the other hand, if we know what skills are involved in the problems we can model problem difficulty in terms of the skills, as in the Linear Logistic Test Model (LLTM; Fischer, 1974) . This typically reduces the number of parameters (the complexity) at the expense of decreasing the fit of the model.
By improving the fit-complexity trade-off we can make more accurate predictions (e.g. lower mean squared error) of end-of-year (accountability) exam scores from benchmark testing data.
In this paper we illustrate the steps described above using data from an on-line Mathematics Tutor know as the Assistment System (Heffernan et al., 2001; Junker, 2006 of student performance such as number of hints asked for and time spent answering problems.
We will also compare the prediction models we construct to one another. To compare models we computed the 10-fold cross-validation mean absolute prediction error or the mean absolute deviation,
MAD is used because it is considered to be more interpretable by the Assistment developers. We also report the cross-validation mean squared error (MSE).
In Equation 3, there are many different variables Y im that can be used and many different choices of IRT models to estimate student proficiency. By comparing prediction error of these models we can tell when one model is doing better than another, but we can not tell whether any one model is doing well or poorly in an absolute sense. We will use classical test theory (Lord and Novick, 1968 ) to obtain approximate best case bounds on the prediction error in terms of the reliabilities of the individual benchmark tests taken by the students. This gives us an absolute criterion against which to compare the prediction error of various models. If the prediction error of a model is larger 2 See more at http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas.
than the upper bound we know to throw out the model and search for a better one.
The MCAS exam score that we predict is the 0 to 54 raw number-right score on the exam, instead of the 200 to 280 scaled reporting score. Each year the reporting scale is recalculated by first using an standard-setting procedure to set the achievement levels in terms of raw number right and then using piece-wise linear transformations to turn the number-right scores into values within the 200 to 280 range. This second step is done such that the reporting scale achievement level cut-points remain the same from year to year (Rothman, 2001 ).
The study and data which this paper uses are described in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe the statistical methods used to model student proficiency and summarize the results. We then present a random effects model in Section 3.4 in an attempt to find a better fitting model. In Section 4 we use classical test theory to discuss how well we expect to do with predictions. In Section 5 we look at several MCAS exam score prediction models and compare results. Finally we offer some overall conclusions in Section 6.
The Assistment Project

Design
During the 2004-2005 school year, over 900 eighth-grade students in Massachusetts used the Assistment System. Eight teachers from two different middle schools participated, with students using the System for 20-40 minutes every two weeks. There were almost 400 main questions in the As-sistment System which were randomly given to students. The pool of main questions was restricted in various ways, for example by the rate at which questions in different topic areas were developed for the tutor by the Assistments Project team and by teachers' needs to restrict the pool to topics aligned with current instruction. Thus, coverage of topics was not uniform, and students might see the same Assistment tasks more than once.
Data
Students using the Assistment System are presented with problems that are either previously re- In other contexts, e.g. Embretson (1999) , item morphs are called "item clones". are a total of 354 different main questions seen by the above students.
To model problem difficulty, we need a measure of what skills problems do and do not depend upon. We can break the problems down into individual mathematics skills and record the dependencies between problems and skills. These dependencies can then be assembled into a transfer model. The transfer model, also referred to as a Q-matrix (Embretson, 1984; Tatsuoka, 1995;  cf.
Barnes, 2003 for a recent, more-elaborate application in intelligent tutoring) or skill coding, is a matrix 
Comparing IRT Models
Since performance on any particular problem depends on both student proficiency and problem difficulty, we will use IRT models to factor out student proficiency and directly model problem difficulty. MCAS multiple choice questions are scaled (Massachusetts Dept of Education , 2004) for operational use with the 3-Parameter Logistic (3PL) model and short answer questions are scaled using the 2-Parameter Logistic (2PL) model from IRT (van der Linden and Hambleton, 1997). We know that Assistment main questions are built to parallel MCAS exam questions and so it might be reasonable to model Assistment main questions using the same IRT models. However,
for simplicity the Rasch model, Equation 2, was used. There is evidence that student proficiencies and problem difficulties have similar estimates under the 3PL and the Rasch model (Wright, 1995) and so we are not losing much information by starting with the Rasch model. Note that in the Rasch model, the difficulty parameters β j are not constrained in any way.
Fitting the IRT Models
As briefly mentioned in Section 1, the many individual problem difficulty parameters in the Rasch model tend to enhance model fit while increasing the complexity the model. At the expense of decreased model fit, we can reduce the number of parameters in estimating θ i by using the Linear Logistic Test Model (LLTM; Fischer, 1974) ,
which constrains the Rasch problem difficulty parameters, accounting for skills in the the transfer model in modeling problem difficulty. In the LLTM, it is assumed that skill requirements for each problem combine additively to influence Rasch model problem difficulty. The reader may note that we have not included the normalization constant c in our representation of the LLTM. This decision will be explained at the end of this section when we discuss the priors used for estimation.
In Equation 5 . In both of these cases, the correlation between the Rasch model and LLTM problem difficulties was greater than 0.90.
In our analysis we consider N = 683 students' dichotomous answers to up to J = 354 Assistment main questions. There are many missing values since no student saw all of the problems.
We treat these missing values as missing completely at random (MCAR) since problems were assigned to students randomly by the Assistments software from a "curriculum" of possible questions designed for all students by their teachers in collaboration with project investigators.
The dichotomous responses X i j are modeled as Bernoulli trials, 
We estimated the student proficiency (θ i ) and problem difficulty (β j ) parameters in the Rasch model and the student proficiency (θ i ) and skill difficulty (α k ) parameters in the LLTM, using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods with the program WinBUGS
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(Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling; Spiegelhalter et al., 2003) . The Rasch model, Equations 2 and 6, was estimated using the data with the priors
We placed a weak Normal hyperprior on µ β and a weak Inverse-Gamma hyperprior on σ 2 β . In item response models, the location and scale of the latent variable, and hence of problem difficulty parameters, are not fully identified, which can undermine comparisons between fits on different data sets. We decided to fix the (prior) mean and variance of the student proficiency (θ) to be 0.69 and 0.758. These values were found by preliminary analysis using weak hyperpriors on these parameters. In the LLTM, which constrains the Rasch model as shown by Equation 5, we used the same Normal(0.69,0.758) prior on the student proficiency (θ) and the prior on α was Normal(µ α , σ 2 α ). Again, a vague Normal hyperprior was placed on µ α and a vague Inverse-Gamma on σ 2 α . This method differs slightly from other estimation methods that use a N(0, 1) prior for θ i . In our case, one can think of the prior on θ taking the place of the normalization constant c. All estimates mentioned below refer to the posterior means of the parameters.
WinBUGS and R code available from the authors on request. 
Direct Model Comparison
We compared the Rasch model and LLTM using Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Raftery, 1995) scores,
Here l M is the log-likelihood of the model, k is the number of free parameters to be estimated, and n is the sample size (here, the number of students). In this version of BIC scores, lower values indicate a better fitting model and a difference of as small as 2 denotes a difference between models and differences larger than 10 denote a very strong significant difference between the models.
As discussed in Section 1, in testing the LLTM restrictions as imposed by the transfer model, the comparison of the LLTM and Rasch model can be construed in the fit vs. complexity framework. BIC scores do this with the fit being measured by the first term and complexity by the second in Equation 7. WinBUGS tracks the deviance, which is defined as −2 · l M (Spiegelhalter, Thomas, and Best, 2003) , of the model during estimation runs. Table 1 shows the BIC scores for both the Rasch model and LLTM. One can see that the difference in BIC scores is ∼ 6600 and thus the Rasch model is overwhelmingly favored. Although the Rasch model is more complex (in the number of parameters) than the LLTM, the dramatically better fit of the Rasch model makes up for the complexity and the Rasch model is strongly favored.
Diagnosing the Misfit
The posterior estimates of the problem difficulties for Assistment main questions can be seen in For a closer look at the fit of the IRT models to the data and transfer model the per problem standardized residuals, We also calculated the per problem outfit statistics (van der Linden and Hambleton, 1997, page 
where N j is the number of students that saw problem j, x i j is student i s response on problem j, E i j is the expected value of X i j conditional on the parameter vector φ, and W i j is the variance of X i j also conditional on φ. To check the per problem fit of each model, the posterior predictive p-value (ppp-value; Gelman et al., 2004) , the expected value of the classical p-value over the posterior distribution of the parameter vector given the model and the observed data, was estimated using One consequence of this is that ppp-values are not uniformly distributed and tend to be conservative (Gelman et al, 1996 , page 790). However, we can still expect the ppp-values to aggregate around zero if there is serious misfit for some of the problems. 
Considering a Random Effects LLTM
A striking feature of Figure 1 It may be that the LLTM is essentially the right model, but there is some variation in the difficulty of problems that depend on the same target skills, due to nuisance influences on performance factors that are unique to each problem. One way of modeling this is to add a random effects component, similar to Janssen and De Boeck (2006) , to each problem difficulty in the LLTM. The model for problem difficulty then becomes
Our initial attempts to fit this model led to a random effect so large that skills were no longer playing a significant role in modeling problem difficulty. We performed a sensitivity analysis to see the effect of various fixed values of σ 2 β (the LLTM itself corresponds to σ 2 β = 0) on our estimates of skill difficulties (α k s). We were interested in finding the point at which the random effects component overtook the skills and accounted for the majority of the difficulty in the problems, as indicated by a reduced number of skills whose difficulty estimates where significantly different from zero. Given values of σ 2 β equal to 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1, we found, respectively, 60, 52, 47, 35, and 16 skills with difficulty estimates significantly different from zero. One can see that σ 2 β does not need to be very large before there are few significant skills. When we tried the same hyperprior on σ 2 β as Janssen and de Boeck (2006) did, the posterior estimate of σ 2 β was 2.37 and, as expected from our sensitivity analysis, there were only 4 skill difficulties significantly different from zero. The lack of many skills with difficulty estimates significantly different from zero is an indication of a misalignment between the skills in our model and the difficulty of the problems
Reliability and Predictive Accuracy
Before exploring the predictive accuracy of our models using the mean absolute deviation (MAD) measure defined in Equation 4, it is important to ask how well Assistment scores could predict MCAS scores under ideal circumstances. Let us begin by assuming the MCAS exam and the Assistment System to be two parallel tests of the same underlying construct. Following classical test theory (Lord and Novick, 1968) we have
where the true score of student i is T i , X it is student i's observed score on test t, and it is the error on test t. We have followed the usual assumptions that the expected value of the error terms are zero, the error terms are uncorrelated, and that the error terms and the true score are uncorrelated.
The expected mean square error (MSE) between the tests is then
Since the reliability of test t (t = 1 or 2) is defined as
some algebra then shows that the root mean square error (RMSE) is
This can be converted into lower and upper bounds on the MAD score as follows. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality for Euclidean spaces (Protter and Morrey, 1991, page 130 ) with
We can then scale both sides by 1 N to achieve
We can also bound the MAD from below. First, let x i = MCAS i − predicted MCAS i and |x max | denote the absolute maximum deviation between the true and predicted MCAS scores. Then,
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Thus, our lower and upper bounds for the MAD score are
From Equation 9, we have that σ where r 2 is the reliability of the Assistment score.
However, since each student completes a unique set of Assistment main questions, we could not calculate r 2 directly. Instead, we calculated reliability separately for each student. For this purpose we considered a reduced dataset of 616 students who had 10 or more problems completed for which all pairs of correlations were available. To estimate the per-student reliability, we used
Cronbach's alpha coefficient (Cronbach, 1951) ,
In Equation 12, n i is the number of problems that student i saw and r i is the average inter-item correlation for problems seen by student i. Once the per-student reliabilities were calculated, the per-student estimated RMSE values were computed using Equation 11. Figure 2 shows the estimated reliabilities for the students who met the criteria explained above. It is interesting to note that the estimated RMSE is never lower than 4.44.
In order to have a single approximate set of approximate bounds for the MAD score in Equation 10, we found the median Assistment reliability, 0.8080, and the corresponding RMSE of 6.529 from Equation 11. The largest deviation, |x max |, between the true and predicted MCAS scores among the models in Table 2 
MCAS Exam Score Prediction
Student proficiencies estimated from a successful IRT model are combined with other Assistment performance metrics to produce an effective prediction function, following the work of Anozie and Junker (2006) , using an errors-in-variables regression approach similar to that of Schofield et al. (2005) . The linear model is
where θ i is the proficiency of student i as estimated by the IRT model and Y im is performance of student i on manifest measure m. WinBUGS was again used to find Bayesian estimates of the linear regression coefficients. When estimating each of the following models, the IRT item parameters were fixed at their estimates from Section 3, but student proficiency was re-estimated. It is logical
to not re-estimate item parameters since this is how MCAS prediction would occur in practice:
problems are fixed but student proficiencies are changing throughout the year and year-to-year.
To compare the prediction models we calculated the 10-fold cross-validation (CV) MAD score (Equation 4). In K-fold CV, the dataset is randomly divided into K subsets of approximately equal size. One subset is omitted (referred to as the testing set) and the remaining K-1 subsets (referred to as the training set) are used to fit the model. The fitted model is then used to predict the MCAS exam scores for the testing set. The desired statistic, in this case the MAD score, is then calculated for the testing set. The process is repeated K times (the folds) with each of the K subsets being used exactly once as the testing set. The K results from the folds are then averaged to produce a single estimation of the MAD score. By using cross-validation we avoid using the data to both fit the model and give an estimate of the fit. In addition we also report the 10-fold cross-validation root sample mean square error,
of the models. Table 2 shows results from several prediction models. In view of the results of Section 3 and Section 3.4 above, the IRT based prediction models below are based on the Rasch model. Column 2 lists which variables are in the model (for a full list and description of the variables used in each model see Table 3 ). Column 3 simply states the number of variables in the model. Columns 4 and 5 give the CV MAD score and the CV RMSE respectively. Column 6 offers any important notes about the model. Historically, and in particular within the Assistment Project, percent correct on main questions has been used as a proxy for student ability. To see if any information was gained by simply using the Rasch estimate of student proficiency, we compared the two models with only these variables. Model 1 is the simple linear regression using only percent correct on main questions and has a MAD score of 7.18. Model 2 uses only the Rasch student proficiency and gives Anozie and Junker (2006) , uses as predictors monthly summaries from October to April for percent correct on main questions and four other manifest measures of student performance. Model 4 uses the year-end aggregates of the same variables and substitutes Rasch student proficiency for percent correct on main questions. We see that Model 4 gives a slightly lower MAD score. Thus by using Rasch student proficiency (in place of percent correct on main questions) we can use fewer measures of student performance on Assistments.
Model 5 was optimized (for MAD score) for Rasch student proficiency and year end aggregates of student performance measures using backwards variable selection implemented in WinBUGS Junker (2006), excluding percent correct on main questions and adding Rasch student proficiency.
We ran the full model and all models excluding one variable, with the caveat that student proficiency was always kept in the model. For each model, MCAS exam scores were predicted and MAD scores calculated. The model with the lowest MAD score was then used as the new "full" model. This process was repeated until removing variables from the "full" model no longer reduced the MAD score. The final model, which contained student proficiency and five manifest measures of student performance, gives a MAD score of 5.24, a slight improvement from Model 4. Overall, the ability to use fewer variables makes the effort expended in estimating the IRT models worth it.
The regression equation for Model 2 is
MCAS i = 18.289 + 10.425 · (Rasch student proficiency).
From this we see that there is a baseline MCAS exam score prediction of 18 points and for each Now that we have compared models to one another, we need to compare the models to the bounds calculated in Section 4. Recall from Section 4 that we have a bound of 1.053 ≤ MAD ≤ 6.529.
From Table 2 , one can see that Model 5 has a MAD score of 5.24, which is well below the upper bound.
Moreover, the RMSE reported for Model 5, 6.46, is similar to our estimated optimal RMSE of 6.53. It should also be noted, that with a perfect Assistment reliability in Equation 11, the estimated RMSE would be 5.576 and the bound would be 0.768 ≤ MAD ≤ 5.576.
Again, the MAD score of Model 5 is below this upper bound. Using a split-half reliability calculation on the MCAS exam itself, Feng et al. (2006a) found an average MAD score of 5.94. Since we are achieving MAD scores less this and the two previously mentioned upper bounds, we do not expect to do much better without an increase in the reliability of the MCAS exam.
Discussion
In this article, we have developed a framework to create prediction functions for end-of-year exam scores using an IRT estimate of student ability based on work done throughout the school year.
Although this framework was illustrated using data from an online mathematics tutor, other benchmark work, such as homework or paper and pencil exams, could be used to predict end-of-year exam scores as well.
In addition to developing this general framework, our research generated two additional findings. First, prediction using IRT scores is more effective than prediction using number correct scores. For example, our Rasch model based predictions always produced lower MAD and RMSE prediction errors than the corresponding predictions based on number correct. Moreover, the IRTbased predictions were essentially as good as one could do with parallel tests, even though our Assistment System was not constructed to be parallel (in the classical test theory sense) to the MCAS exam.
